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                                        Who We Are

                    						
						Eco Energy

					

											We at Eco Energy aim at providing top-quality clean energy to support you in your goal of reducing carbon emissions.
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                                        What We Offer

                                                            Green Energy Services & Solutions


                                        
                

            

        

                
                          
                             
                    
                                                                
                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                
                                                                                    

                                                                    
                                                                            Clean Natural Gas
                                                                    

                                                           Clean natural gas helps you reduce greenhouse gas emissions in an impactful and easy way. Get rid of the gas your home or business is currently using with a clean alternative obtained from organic material or waste.
                      
                                                

                

                            

                      
                             
                    
                                                                
                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                
                                                                                    

                                                                    
                                                                            Green Electrical Power
                                                                    

                                                           Power your business with clean electrical power and reduce your company’s carbon footprint by joining the green energy adaptation. Eco Energy ensures that we put renewable energy (hydro, solar, or wind) onto the grid when choosing clean electricity.
                      
                                                

                

                            

                      
                             
                    
                                                                
                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                
                                                                                    

                                                                    
                                                                            Saving Energy
                                                                    

                                                           Our efficient energy services help industrial and commercial facilities save money and time. We will evaluate your establishment and make a customized energy action plan which will include efficiency recommendations.
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                                        Amanda Smith
                                    

                                                               “I was having issues with my previous power company during winter. They charged me over 1000 dollars just for a single day. So, I called Eco Energy and spoke with a chummy representative who helped me address my issues quickly. We switched within 24 hours, and we were happier.”
                             

                                            

                                    
 
                                    
                                        
                                                                            
                                
                                
                            
                          
                            
                                                                    
                                
                                        Victoria Wills
                                    

                                                               “Eco Energy is a company that cares not only about the environment, but also their customers. It was scorching last month, and I was worried about our electric bill. However, when I checked our bill, it was not as high as expected!”
                             

                                            

                                    
 
                                    
                                        
                                                                            
                                
                                
                            
                          
                            
                                                                    
                                
                                        Travis Cullan
                                    

                                                               “I am delighted with the service Eco Energy provides. They helped me lower my electricity bills amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. We were expecting high rates since my family always stayed at home.”
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How Many Solar Panels for 4000 Watts?

Solar power has become an increasingly popular and eco-friendly way to generate electricity for homes and businesses. They offer a clean and renewable energy solution as the world grapples with environmental concerns and the need for sustainable energy sources. If you're considering installing solar panels on your property, one of the first questions you might have is, "How many solar panels do I need to generate 4,000 watts of power?" Or sometimes, your question may be, "How many panels are in a 5KW solar system?" Regardless, this article will explore ...
Read More





Wiring Solar Panels – Parallel Vs. Series Stringing

The basic difference between solar panels in series and solar panels in parallel is their wiring. But beyond that, the expected output voltage and output current from both types of connections are markedly different. Choosing the right mix of series and/or parallel wiring for your system isn't always easy. With solar panels in series, we'll expect an output voltage that is the sum of the individual panel voltages. But with parallel connections, the output voltage is not summative. On the flip side, when wiring solar panels in parallel, the output ...
Read More





Understanding Vampire Electricity

Vampire electricity refers to idle or standby power that a device consumes when it is plugged yet turned off. When you think about all the gadgets, appliances, or systems you have at home on standby, you have about 10% more power used unnecessarily. Below is a list of devices that use vampire electricity and some valuable tips you can take note of to help you become more energy-efficient: Television Smart TVs use electrical power even when it is turned off. Most people have two or more TVs at home that ...
Read More





5 Ways to Lessen Your Power Bill

Several factors can raise your energy or electric bill. Nevertheless, one way to start lowering your bills is to know how much power you are using, where it is being used, and when. To do so, look at the billing statements you have and do some analysis on electric usage. You can inspect every room to see how much and where electricity is used. Once you have completed your inspection, you can then take action to reduce your energy bill. Here are some you can follow: Turn the Lights Off ...
Read More





The Future of Solar and Wind Energy

According to NASA, human activities increased greenhouse gas emissions in our planet's atmosphere because of fossil fuels, thereby warming the earth. The world faces climate change, and its inhabitants are already beginning to recognize its adverse effects, such as extreme droughts, rising sea levels, stronger typhoons, and lesser ice caps. For the world to take a turn from climate change, renewable sources like solar and wind are the best options for governments, businesses, and homes. Wind Energy Wind energy, which is kinetic energy, can transform into a different form of ...
Read More
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